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the haynes manual is a great tool for the diy enthusiast, but the haynes range of
specialist service manuals also includes more detailed guides for professional mechanics,

with a comprehensive collection of diagnostic and performance information, including
fixing guides and books. your haynes specialist can advise on what service manual is

required for your particular vehicle and repair. the haynes range of motorcycle service
manuals are built on the same solid technical foundations as the automotive repair

manuals, so you can rely on them just as much for your motorcycle repairs. they contain
all the same information as the automotive manuals, with advice on how to fix your
motorcycle and avoid common issues. haynes manuals are easy to use and the new

digital format makes it simple to search for the information you need. our tutorials show
you how to remove a broken door hinge and reattach the body panels, and our quick

start guides provide clear step by step instructions for common problems, such as fixing
flat tyres and changing a washer. haynes manuals are full of quality information, helping

you do your own car repairs, but if you are in need of a genuine professional service
manual, then haynes also offers a range of these specialist manuals. our fixing guides
and books are written in a clear and concise style, and provide a range of information,

from how to change the oil and drive the vehicle safely to how to use a motorbike service
manual.
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this manual provides a
clear and concise

description of the nissan
patrol engine with a
displacement of 4.0,
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containing 159 hp and a
displacement of 5.0, with
a capacity of 180 hp. it
also describes a four-

cylinder engine, a five-
cylinder engine, a dual-
clutch transmission, a

manual transmission, a
column-shift

transmission, a cvt
transmission, a six-speed
automatic transmission,
a seven-speed automatic
transmission, a manual

transmission and an
automatic transmission.

there are detailed
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descriptions of the
gearbox, the engine, the

intake, exhaust, fuel
supply and fuel

consumption, the cooling
system, the lubrication
system and the brakes.

there is a section on fuel,
brakes, steering,

suspension and tires.
nissan patrol y61 series

nissan patrol repair
manual provides service
and repair information
for the y61 series, a

large suv. this manual is
the key to repairing your
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car and makes it easier
to start the car and
check that the car is
working properly. it
provides detailed

descriptions of the
engines and

transmissions, and also
details on the chassis

and body. nissan patrol
safari gq y60 1988-1998
factory workshop service

repair manual (pdf
version)engines

covered4.2l petrol tb42 /
tb42s4.2l diesel td42
turbo diesel2.8l diesel
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rd28t rd283.0l petrol
rb30sthis is a very
comprehensive..

however, when it comes
to troubleshooting our

tools provide many
features that you’ll find
impossible to get from a
haynes manual. haynes
autofix is built around
these features, so you
can use it to diagnose

and repair major
problems. the most
important of these

features is our automatic
diagnosis tool. it lets you
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identify problems by
comparing the current
status of the car with

data in a memory chip in
the car’s engine. this lets

you see what’s gone
wrong, and how to fix it.
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